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a b s t r a c t
Collaborative information retrieval involves retrieval settings in which a group of users col-
laborates to satisfy the same underlying need. One core issue of collaborative IR models
involves either supporting collaboration with adapted tools or developing IR models for
a multiple-user context and providing a ranked list of documents adapted for each collab-
orator. In this paper, we introduce the first document-ranking model supporting collabora-
tion between two users characterized by roles relying on different domain expertise levels.
Specifically, we propose a two-step ranking model: we first compute a document-rele-
vance score, taking into consideration domain expertise-based roles. We introduce speci-
ficity and novelty factors into language-model smoothing, and then we assign, via an
Expectation–Maximization algorithm, documents to the best-suited collaborator. Our
experiments employ a simulation-based framework of collaborative information retrieval
and show the significant effectiveness of our model at different search levels.
1. Introduction
An information retrieval (IR) task is generally perceived as an individual process (Catledge & Pitkow, 1995). However, the
analysis of user intent within an IR task has underlined the increasing need of collaboration to answer multifaceted
(Kashyap, Hristidis, & Petropoulos, 2010) and multitopical queries (Castells, Vargas, & Wang, 2011) where result diversity
is expected. Indeed, for such queries and more generally, for complex and exploratory ones (Denning & Yaholkovsky,
2008), collaboration between searchers favors the synergic effect towards the coverage of different aspects of the search
results (Shah, 2012b).
Shah (2012b) defines collaboration as ‘‘a process involving various agents that may see different aspects of a problem [. . .]
(and) can go beyond their own individual expertise.’’ Either synchronous or asynchronous, CIR relies on the awareness, the divi-
sion of labor and the sharing of knowledge assumptions (Foley & Smeaton, 2010; Morris & Teevan, 2009) for satisfying a
‘‘mutual beneficial goal’’ (Shah, 2012b) of different collaborators within an IR task. In this context, previous research also high-
lighted the large number of application domains for a collaborative search task, such as medical (Morris & Morris, 2011),
academic (Moraveji, Morris, Morris, Czerwinski, & Henry Riche, 2011) or political (Mascaro & Goggins, 2010) domains.
The issue of collaboration has given rise to the need of revisiting search interfaces, IR techniques and IR models that
emphasize consensual document rankings (Joho, Hannah, & Jose, 2009; Shah, Hansen, & Capra, 2012). A role taxonomy
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(Golovchinsky, Qvarfordt, & Pickens, 2009) has been proposed assuming that users can be assigned to different tasks or goals
in order to solve a shared information need. This taxonomy states different pairs of roles, such as peers, domain expert/domain
novice or prospector/minor, where the latter has already been considered in previous CIR work (Pickens, Golovchinsky, Shah,
Qvarfordt, & Back, 2008). More particularly, the pair of roles of domain expert and domain novice, which is addressed in this
paper, is based on the assumption that collaborators have different domain expertise levels. Examples of this pair of roles can
be found in four application domains: (1) the medical domain (McMullan, 2006; ECDPC, 2011) in which patients and phy-
sicians collaborate in order to find and analyze medical information using the web considering that patients dispose of much
more time and motivation and can leverage from physicians’ domain expertise in order to distinguish, for instance, similar
symptoms; (2) the e-Discovery domain (Attfield, Blandford, & Makri, 2010; Privault, O’Neill, Ciriza, & Renders, 2010) in which
the assessment of privileged documents is performed by experts from different trades, namely lawyers, reviewers and lead
counsel; (3) the librarian domain (Rudd & Rudd, 1986; Twidale, Nichols, & Paice, 1997) in which users and librarians collab-
orate for satisfying users’ bibliographic information; and (4) the question–answering domain (Horowitz & Kamvar, 2010;
White & Richardson, 2012) in which users collaborate with the asker for solving his/her own information need. Moreover,
previous work surrounding user search behavior domain (Allen, 1991; Hembrooke, Granka, Gay, & Liddy, 2005; White,
Dumais, & Teevan, 2009) found that users with these two types of roles based on domain expertise level act differently
within a search session in terms of submitted queries, used vocabulary or search success. These differences in search behav-
ior raise the question whether a single retrieval model is adequate in a CIR setting. Therefore, we assume that an adapted
retrieval setting towards this pair of users may allow to enhance the users’ knowledge throughout the collaborative search
session.
With this in mind, we aim to address in this paper the issue of designing a system-mediated CIR framework that considers
the difference of domain expertise levels of the collaborators. This difference runs in a wide spectrum including extremums
which are namely domain experts and domain novices, described in the role taxonomy (Golovchinsky et al., 2009). To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt for the design of a CIR ranking model built upon domain expertise-based roles
differentiated by a vertical distinction highlighting a hierarchy between domain expertise levels from the most experienced
user to the less experienced one. More precisely, we propose a CIR ranking model for supporting a synchronous collaborative
search between the symmetric domain expertise-based roles with respect to a shared information need, i.e., novice and
expert roles. The goal of the user with the highest domain expertise level towards the query topic is to refine his/her knowl-
edge about the query topic by focusing on specific documents, while the goal of the user with the lowest domain expertise
level towards the query topic is to get a better understanding of the query topic by exploring documents with a generic
vocabulary. The collaborative retrieval task is an iterative and interactive process which, at each time a collaborator selects
a document, ranks a list of those documents that have not been previously selected. The document ranking takes into
account the division of labor principle, as detailed in Section 2.1.1, by avoiding redundancy between simultaneous displayed
document lists to both users, and the characteristics of his/her role, assuming that the most experienced user towards the
query topic would assess documents as relevant if they satisfy two constraints: (1) if they are specific and (2) if they offer a
novelty gain with respect to his/her domain knowledge.
A two-step collaborative document-ranking model is proposed for ranking documents according to the domain expertise-
based roles. It includes a document relevance scoring and a document allocation to user roles. The first step integrates doc-
ument specificity and novelty according to user roles within a language model smoothing. Then, the Expectation–Maximi-
zation (EM) learning method (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) applied on the document relevance scoring, assigns
documents to the most likely suited user. Finally, we ensure that currently displayed document lists do not include the same
documents. In order to evaluate our proposed model, we carry out a thorough experimental evaluation for measuring the
retrieval effectiveness of our model and analyzing the impact of user roles on the ranking effectiveness.
More particularly, the underlying research questions are:
 How to adapt language model smoothing to realize user domain expertise based document relevance scores? As dis-
cussed before, search behaviors of experts are different from novices’ ones, particularly in term of vocabulary technicality.
Therefore, in addition to fitting the query topic, the relevance of a document also depends on the used vocabulary regard-
ing the domain expertise level of the user. For this purpose, we propose to integrate the user domain expertise level
within the smoothing parameter of a language model-based document scoring.
 How to utilize user expertise-based document relevance scores in a document ranking framework for collaborative
search? Considering a CIR search session, the challenge remains on how to optimize the collaboration and satisfying
users, both at an individual and collective level, in so far as they can find relevant documents with respect to the shared
information need and their own domain expertise and interest levels. Therefore, we focus on determining which user
could be more satisfied by a document according to his/her knowledge expertise and the query topic.
In the following section, we review previous work surrounding CIR domain to put our work in context. Section 3 presents
our CIR model aiming at supporting collaboration between users, characterized by different domain expertise levels. In Sec-
tion 4, we focus on experiments. Section 5 discusses the proposed model, concludes the paper and introduces an overview of
our future work.
2. Related work
2.1. Collaborative information retrieval
2.1.1. Definition and basic notions
CIR has been defined as a process involvingmultiple users which interact with each other in order to solve a specific infor-
mation need (Hansen & Järvelin, 2005). A CIR setting is characterized by two main dimensions:
 The human activity dimension represents collaboration as a process that encapsulates four human behavior activities,
from the highest to the smallest granularity level: cooperation, coordination, contribution and communication (Shah,
2012b).
 The spatio-temporal dimension is presented in (Golovchinsky et al., 2009; Shah, 2012b). On the spatial side, collocated and
remote collaboration are distinguished considering the spatial closeness of the users. On the temporal side, the differen-
tiation between synchronous and asynchronous collaboration depends upon whether or not user activities take place at the
same time.
Moreover, CIR is surrounded by three principles, namely the division of labor, awareness and sharing of knowledge
(Morris & Teevan, 2009; Foley & Smeaton, 2010). All of these enable avoiding undesired redundant work.
The division of labor aims at splitting up work among users. More particularly, two main lines of approaches can be
highlighted:
 A task-based approach which assigns distinct search tasks among collaborators, such as looking for diversity or analyzing
more in-depth document relevance (Pickens et al., 2008; Shah, Pickens, & Golovchinsky, 2010).
 A document-based approach which (1) splits the search results in order to display to users distinct document lists
(Morris, Teevan, & Bush, 2008; Shah et al., 2010; Soulier, Tamine, & Bahsoun, 2013) and/or (2) removes from document
result lists those documents currently seen by collaborators (Foley & Smeaton, 2009; Soulier et al., 2013).
The awareness alerts users of already seen documents or previous submitted queries. Collaborative interfaces may sup-
port the awareness principle by means of shared workspace (Shah, 2012a), enabling users to be informed on the selected
documents by the other collaborators, or shared interactive tabletops (Morris, Paepcke, & Winograd, 2006; Smeaton,
Foley, Gurrin, Lee, & McGivney, 2006) enabling to synchronously see other users’ actions.
The sharing of knowledge enables the information flow among users by means of shared workspaces including annotation
or bookmark facilities or adapted tools favoring brainstorming among users, such as instant messaging (Shah, 2012a;
Gianoutsos & Grundy, 1996).
2.1.2. Previous work
Authors in Joho et al. (2009) and Shah et al. (2012) identified two main lines of research to support collaboration within IR
tasks. The first one, user oriented, consists of designing novel appropriate interfaces. Several interfaces have been proposed
for supporting different collaborative search tasks: finding documents (Golovchinsky & Diriye, 2011; Filho, Olson, & de Geus,
2010), video (Rodriguez Perez, Whiting, & Jose, 2011) or images (Morris et al., 2006). Most of the collaborative interfaces
integrate tools such as interactive tables (Morris et al., 2006), visual techniques, such as user implication representation
(Erickson, 2010), or IR techniques, such as query reformulation using an evolving search experience (Morris & Horvitz, 2007).
The second line of works, more system-mediated oriented and close to our contribution, suggests revisiting traditional
single-IR ranking techniques and models in the light of collaborative IR involving a group of users searching together
(Foley & Smeaton, 2009; Morris et al., 2008; Pickens et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2010; Soulier et al., 2013). Among these works,
we mainly distinguish two main categories depending on whether or not user roles are considered. Within the first category
of works, Foley and Smeaton (2009) and Foley (2008) have proposed the implementation of the two main collaborative
search policies in an IR setting: division of labor and sharing of knowledge. While the former is based on the splitting of
ranked lists provided to the collaborators, the latter is expressed through a collaborative relevance feedback process for doc-
ument ranking and query expansion. In order to consider users’ characteristics, the authors estimate document relevance by
a relevance term-weighting formula which combines the relevance statistics of each user through users’ authority express-
ing the users’ expertise towards the search task. Experiments on simulated TREC based collaborative search scenarios show
the value of the division of labor policy within a collaborative search and the impact of user’s authority on the search effec-
tiveness. Nevertheless, they underline the failing impact of considering relevance feedback as a diversity factor on retrieval
effectiveness. This work is the closest one to ours presented in this paper. The main line of difference relies on the fact that
we predefine user roles and ensure both collaborative retrieval effectiveness and mutual benefits to users through person-
alized document rankings, in contrast to Foley and Smeaton (2009) who estimate the global relevance of documents by lin-
early combining users’ authority. Morris et al. (2008) have enriched the interface SearchTogether (Morris & Horvitz, 2007) by
integrating two ranking algorithms. The smart-splitting algorithm combines division of labor policy with a clustering algo-
rithm for displaying document lists to each individual collaborator. The groupization algorithm provides a final ranked list
of documents at the collaboration group level. Both of the underlying methods are based on personalized scores estimated
using a profile BM25-based weighting model. As well as work in Morris et al. (2008) and Foley and Smeaton (2009), we
ensure the division of labor by displaying to users distinct document subsets. Moreover, we reinforce this principle by split-
ting results among users by means of the learning Expectation–Maximisation algorithm which assigns documents to the
most likely suitable users by taking into account its role within the collaborative search process.
The second category of works (Pickens et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2010; Soulier et al., 2013) consider user roles detailed in a
role taxonomy for CIR (Golovchinsky et al., 2009). Pickens et al. (2008) consider two asymmetric roles of users: the prospector
explores new fields of the information space and the minor ensures the richness of the fields explored. For both roles, term-
weighting and document-ranking functions have been proposed using relevance and freshness scores. Experiments using the
TREC-vid dataset show the synergic effect of collaborative search in comparison with result merging of individual searches.
Shah et al. (2010) consider two other user roles within a collaborative search: the gatherer and the surveyor. The task of the
gatherer is to quickly select accurate documents, whereas the surveyor focuses on providing diversity through selected doc-
uments. The authors propose to merge selected document sets provided by both users and then to assign documents to user
roles according to the k-means clustering method. The latter is applied on document scores estimated using a voting func-
tion. Experiments using TREC ad hoc dataset show promising results but emphasize the need of improving the surveyor role
by enhancing search diversity. Unlike other work which consider roles within a two users-size group, Soulier et al. (2013)
propose a collaborative ranking model devoted to solving a multi-faceted information need by a group of multiple users,
viewed as experts of at least one facet of the query topic. These facets are identified by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
method. Accordingly, both documents and experts are modeled by a multi-topical representation where each element rep-
resents a facet of the query. Collaborators perform a symmetric and interactive task in which they aim at identifying relevant
documents within displayed document lists. The latter are built according to a learning algorithm which assigns documents
to the most likely suitable expert with respect to its relevance towards the document query facets. Experiments on the TREC
interactive dataset highlight promising results whatever the size of the collaboration group. In this previous work, users are
identified according to a horizontal distinction characterized by expertise levels in different sub-topics. In contrast, our pro-
posed model considers a vertical distinction among users with a hierarchy between expertise levels. More generally, we
attempt to consider the difference in the domain expertise level of the collaborators, including expert/novice users, in
order to enhance the collaborative document ranking. In addition, we consider here the particular context of collaboration
between a domain expert and a domain novice for any types of information needs. Accordingly, the model has been adapted
in two main aspects: (1) users and documents are modeled by a term-based representation within the proposed model
and (2) the document scoring with respect to each user has been tuned with respect to the characteristics of users’
roles.
To the best of our knowledge, we address in this paper a new pair of domain expertise-based roles, namely domain expert
and domain novice. The pair of users, assuming domain expert and domain novice roles, have fundamentally different skill sets
compared to pairs of roles considered in (Pickens et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2010) and have, accordingly, different approaches
and preferences while exploring information.
2.2. Collaboration between domain expert and domain novice
Generally speaking, two users, involved within a same search session, are characterized by a relative difference of domain
expertise level towards the shared information need. Collaborative models (Pickens et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2010) assume
that people are different and by collaborating, they can leverage other searchers’ expertise and skills in order to solve a
shared information need. Therefore, within a collaborative setting, one collaborator can have more knowledge toward the
topic compared to the other ones. Moreover, the domain expertise level difference between users can be explicitly defined
within an application domain. Users are also labeled as domain experts or domain novices considering the extremums of the
spectrum of their domain expertise levels.
More particularly, previous work surrounding search behavior analysis (Allen, 1991; Hembrooke et al., 2005; Hsieh-yee,
1993; Kang & Fu, 2010; White et al., 2009) have highlighted differences between domain experts and domain novices. One
main difference remains on the fact that domain experts are more familiar with technical vocabulary (Allen, 1991;
Hölscher & Strube, 2000; Kang & Fu, 2010; White et al., 2009) unlike domain novices who need more term suggestion for
getting a better insight of the domain (Hsieh-yee, 1993; Hölscher & Strube, 2000). Accordingly, the expertise may be esti-
mated through term specificity (Kim, 2006) but other authors assimilate the expertise level to the document reading level
(Kim, Collins-Thompson, Bennett, & Dumais, 2012) which they integrate in a personnalisation model relying either on a lan-
guage model (Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2004) or a predictive one (Collins-Thompson, Bennett, White, de la Chica, &
Sontag, 2011). As well as query terms are more sophisticated for experts, their queries are longer and more keyword-ori-
ented considering their facilities to formulate a well-know information need (White et al., 2009; Kang & Fu, 2010). Similarly,
search strategies and success are different considering the knowledge expertise of users (White et al., 2009; Hembrooke
et al., 2005). Indeed, the knowledge level of users impacts on the perception of the information need and, therefore, the
search success considering that novices can be limited for linking semantic fields around a topic which may affects the rel-
evance of retrieved documents (Hembrooke et al., 2005).
Considering their collaboration need and their search behavior differences, Filho et al. (2010) have already intro-
duced the pair of domain expert and domain novice within their experimental protocol. Their collaborative interface
has been evaluated by a user-study involving Linux experts and Linux novices where the former help the latter to solve
an information need. In addition, the pair of domain expert and domain novice roles can be found in two main catego-
ries of collaboration:
1. The dialogical collaboration (Toomela, 2007), also known as a mutual benefit-based collaboration (Shah, 2012b) and more
close to our contribution, operates on the principle that users initiate a collaboration in order to take advantage of its syn-
ergic effect and therefore, to get mutual benefits within the solving process of the information need. The whole set of
users are active and complementary within the collaboration process. Below, we discuss two application domain exam-
ples of this type of collaboration.
 The medical domain in which the main challenge remains on finding relevant information about diseases or
medication process (Morris & Morris, 2011). Wald, Dube, and Anthony (2007) introduces the notion of ‘‘trian-
gulation of patient-Web-physician’’ in order to characterize the relationships between this pair of users.
Patients become active consumers of medical information (ECDPC, 2011) and prepare consultation (Attfield,
Adams, & Blandford, 2006; Fox, 2008) whereas physicians are perceived as information searcher helpers. This
statement is highlighted by a survey (Podichetty, Booher, Whitfield, & Biscup, 2006) in which 80% of health-
care professionals states that at least one of their patients during their career presents printed information
extracted from the web at a consultation. Moreover, developing electronical interaction with patients is also
a way to build trust-based relationships with new or prospective patients (Erdem & Harrison-Walker, 2006).
In summary, McMullan (2006) asserts that patients and physicians collaborate by finding and analyzing infor-
mation from the web.
 The e-Discovery domain refers to the management of electronic data in order to use them in the case of a civil
or criminal litigation and government inspection (Conrad, 2007). The complexities of data management, involv-
ing the review, the selection, the circulation of privileged materials requires such different responsibilities,
skills and qualifications that a collaboration is needed (Attfield et al., 2010). Two collaboration scenarios
can be considered:
(a) The pair lead counsel–contract reviewers for which the main task of Lead counsel, viewed as experts, and con-
tract reviewers, viewed as novices in the e-Discovery domain is to identify collaboratively privileged docu-
ments. The relevance judgement of these documents is not obvious and needs collaboration (Wang &
Soergel, 2010).
(b) The pair reviewers–lawyers, where the task is similar to the first pair. Lawyers, viewed as novices, can benefit
from reviewers’ experience towards subtleties of keywords search tools (Privault et al., 2010).
2. The unidirectional collaboration (Toomela, 2007) operates on the principle that the information need is initiated by only
one user which gets the benefits of other collaborators’ knowledge in order to solve his/her information need. In most of
the cases, users who ask for collaboration are information consumers, whereas the other collaborators are information
producers, as shown in the two following examples of application domains.
 The librarian domain in which users, viewed as domain novices, are looking for bibliographic information and
may ask for advice to information experts, namely librarians (Kuhlthau, Spink, & Cool, 1992; Taylor, 1968;
Twidale & Nichols, 1996; Wielhorski, 1994). In this context, some studies have shown that supporting collab-
oration between users and librarians by means of information systems avoids overload for both roles. On one
hand, it enables users to refine their information need and reduce the amount of time spent for solving their
information need. On the other hand, librarians, which take the ownership of users’ information need, can
leverage users’ skills by delegating them some information search or analysis (Rudd & Rudd, 1986). Besides
helping users to find relevant information, librarians enable users through their advice to develop their search
skills in the bibliographic domain (Wielhorski, 1994). Moreover, Twidale and Nichols (1996) emphasized the
technical vocabulary gap between these two collaborators and have proposed the Adriane collaborative inter-
face devoted to supporting interactions between these two types of users and promote awareness within the
search session.
 The question–answering domain in which the answerer helps the asker to solve his information need (White &
Richardson, 2012). One of the main underlying challenges in this domain is the expert finding task which consists
into identifying the most appropriate answerer, viewed as an expert, in order to give a high quality information for
solving the question of another user, which can be viewed as a novice (Horowitz & Kamvar, 2010; White,
Richardson, & Liu, 2011; White & Richardson, 2012). For this purpose, adapted interfaces (Horowitz & Kamvar,
2010) or expert finding models (Smirnova & Balog, 2011; White et al., 2011) have been proposed in order to match
the asker with the suited domain experts with respect to his information need. Another interesting aspect of the
question–answering domain relies on communications between experts and novices. Isaacs and Clark (1987) state
that these users involved within a collaborative search session need to adjust their understanding of the informa-
tion need. In the same way, this clarification need among these users is shown by the fact that the amount of con-
versations is positively correlated with the domain expertise difference between both users (Isaacs & Clark, 1987;
White & Richardson, 2012).
3. The model
In this section, we describe our CIR model based on the two user roles of domain expert and domain novice. We first intro-
duce the retrieval setting and then detail the ranking model.
3.1. The retrieval setting
3.1.1. Framework
We focus, here, on the retrieval aspect aiming at supporting a synchronous collaborative search setting between users
with symmetric roles, namely domain expert and domain novice. The aim is to provide different documents to each user in
order that both of them get mutual benefits from the collaboration. As shown in Fig. 1, the retrieval task involves a pair
of users uj and uj0 who share the same information need, modeled by a query q. We assume that users have distinct domain
expertise levels, and, for convenience, we characterize each user uj by a distinct role RðujÞ 2 R with
R ¼ fdomain expert; domain noviceg, representative of his/her knowledge expertise. The search session S is launched by
the submission of a shared information need, modeled by a query q, and ends when the collaborators do not select any more
documents. At the initialization step Sinit , the model provides for each user uj 2 U a different initial ranked list l
init
ðujÞ of doc-
uments with respect to the query topic q and his/her role. Afterwards, search session S consists of iterative search steps Siter:
each search iteration k 2 Siter is launched by the user’s feedback through selection of document di. Accordingly, a ranked list
l
k
ðuj;D
k
nsÞ of documents that were not previously selected D
k
ns at time-stamp k is determined and displayed for user uj accord-
ing to his/her role RðujÞ and the query topic q. With respect to the division of labor principle, intermediate ranked lists pro-
vided at the different search iterations are split, ensuring empty intersections.
3.1.2. Division of labor
Our model also ensures the division of labor principle among collaborators according to three main aspects:
(a) Documents are allocated according to an Expectation Maximization-based method which assigns documents to users
according to the fact that one user is more likely suitable than the other for assessing the document relevance.
(b) The intersection of document lists currently displayed to the whole set of collaborators is empty.
(c) Documents already seen by at least one member of the collaboration group are not considered for the collaborative
document ranking.
3.1.3. User modeling
We formalize users by two main components, namely their roles and their profiles, respectively connected to their rel-
ative domain expertise level and their own domain expertise level towards the information need.
Fig. 1. Our collaborative information retrieval framework.
3.1.3.1. User role. We introduce and formalize two symmetric user roles, namely domain expert and domain novice, based on
the relative knowledge expertise of users. One can define domain expertise as experience and skills that have been acquired
by the user through past works. Characteristics of user roles are based on the following assumptions:
 Experts use a more specific vocabulary and an appropriate terminology during a search session (Hölscher & Strube, 2000;
Vakkari, Pennanen, & Serola, 2003; White et al., 2009).
 Previous work adopted search strategies applied on non-experts, namely novices, for educating them to detect relevant
documents, such as query suggestion, and allowing to gain domain knowledge on the query topic (Hsieh-yee, 1993;
Hölscher & Strube, 2000; White et al., 2009).
 One challenge of document relevance is to take into consideration its novelty in addition to it similarity regarding the
query topic (Harman, 2002; Soboroff & Harman, 2005). The novelty need is even more important within an iterative
search process in order to avoid retrieving documents similar to already selected ones.
Accordingly, domain experts represent problems at deep structural levels and are generally interested in discovering new
associations among different aspects of items, or in delineating the advances in a research focus surrounding the query topic;
this led to emphasize both novelty and specificity in the information space. In contrast, domain novices represent problems in
terms of surface or superficial aspects and are generally interested in enhancing their learning about the general query topic;
this led to emphasize mainly novelty. Considering these statements, user roles are connected to two different measures: doc-
ument novelty and document specificity, described in what follows.
 Document novelty level Lnðdi;DðujÞ
kÞ estimates the marginal gain of knowledge provided by a selected document di by
user uj according to the already selected document set DðujÞ
k by the same user at time-stamp k. We use the ‘‘Distance-based
Item Novelty’’ (Castells et al., 2011) applied to the selected document set DðujÞ
k for user uj. The novelty level Lnðdi;DðujÞ
kÞ of
document di given a previously selected document set DðujÞ
k by user uj at time-stamp k is estimated as follows:
Lnðdi;DðujÞ
kÞ ¼ min
di02DðujÞ
kdðdi; di0 Þ ð1Þ
where distance d depends on the Jaccard similarity function simðdi; di0 Þ between two documents di and di0 and is estimated by
dðdi; di0 Þ ¼ 1ÿ simðdi; di0 Þ.
 Document specificity levelLsðdiÞ estimates the level of description of terms used in document di. We assume that a term
is specific if its frequency in the collection C is low. For this purpose, the specificity level LsðdiÞ of document di is estimated
using a specificity indicator (Kim, 2006) applied on unique terms. This latter, noted Pspec, is based on the inverse docu-
ment frequency of term t in the whole collection, computed as follows:
LsðdiÞ ¼ avgt2diPspecðtÞ ¼ avgt2di ÿlog
dft
N
  
ð2Þ
where dft is the number of documents including term t; N is the collection size.
3.1.3.2. User profile. In this work, the user profile is associated with his/her expertise level modeled by taking into account the
relevance of documents he/she selects while assuming his/her role within the search task. These profiles can then be used to
rank and split the lists of candidate documents in response to the shared query. With this in mind, a user profile pðujÞ
k is
assigned to each user uj depending on his/her domain expertise, based on term-frequency modeling. Considering our model
setting, the knowledge profile pðujÞ
k of user uj is automatically updated within each iteration k. The domain expertise for
user uj is extracted from the collaborative query q and its selected documentsDðujÞ
k from the beginning of the search session
until iteration search k. For a particular term tv within user profile pðujÞ
k, the weight is equal to the average of its weight
within query q and each selected document di0 2 DðujÞ
k. The user profile is modeled as follows:
pðujÞ
k ¼ fðt1;w
k
1jÞ; . . . ; ðtv ;w
k
vjÞ; . . . ; ðtz;w
k
zjÞg ð3Þ
where z is the total number of terms included in both query q and selected documents DðujÞ
k at time-stamp k by user uj. The
weight wk
vj of term tv for user profile pðujÞ
k is estimated as follows:
wk
v j ¼
wvq þ
P
di02DðujÞ
kw
vi0
1þ
P
di02DðujÞ
k jdi0 j
ð4Þ
where wvq and wvi0 denote respectively the weight of term tv in query q and document di0 . Term weights are estimated using
the tfidf scores. The number of terms included in document di0 is noted jdi0 j. For convenience, we also model the query q by
vector q ¼ fðt1;w1qÞ; . . . ; ðtv ;wvqÞ; . . . ; ðtz;wzqÞg. We note that at the initialisation of the search session, only query q is con-
sidered as evidence source of the user profile.
3.2. Collaborative document ranking over an iteration
The collaborative document-ranking model over search iterations includes two main steps, described in Fig. 2:
 Step 1: A role-based document scoring in order to estimate the document relevance probability for both users given their
respective roles.
 Step 2: A user document allocation in order to assign to each document the most likely suited collaborator according to
his/her knowledge expertise modeled through his/her profile.
3.2.1. Role-based document scoring
Considering our CIR model framework, the document relevance depends upon the query topic and the users’ character-
istics. First, the document relevance probability PkðdijujÞ of document di given user uj at iteration k is developed using con-
ditional probabilities, as shown in Eq. (5). Then, we estimate this probability assuming that the probability PkðujjqÞ is not
discriminant for estimating the document relevance (Eq. (6)) and user uj is independent to query q (Eq. (7)):
Pkðdijuj; qÞ ¼
Pkðujjdi; qÞ  P
kðdijqÞ
PkðujjqÞ
ð5Þ
/ Pkðujjdi; qÞ  P
kðdijqÞ ð6Þ
/ PkðujjdiÞ  P
kðdijqÞ ð7Þ
On the one hand, assuming that the document scoring with respect to the query topic is invariant regardless of the search
iteration and the probability PðdiÞ is not discriminant for measuring the probability P
kðdijqÞ, the probability P
kðdijqÞ can be
rewritten as follows:
PkðdijqÞ ¼ PðqjdiÞ  PðdiÞ
/ PðqjdiÞ ð8Þ
In order to estimate the probability PðqjdiÞ, we assume that document di is represented by a multinomial distribution over
terms hdi . Therefore, the probability PðqjdiÞ corresponds to the probability Pðqjhdi Þ and is estimated using the Jelinek–Mercer
approach (Jelinek & Mercer, 1980):
Pðqjhdi Þ ¼
Y
ðtv ;wvqÞ2q
½kPðtv jhdi Þ þ ð1ÿ kÞPðtv jhCÞ
wvq ð9Þ
with Pðtv jhdi Þ ¼
tf ðtv ;diÞ
jdij
and Pðtv jhCÞ ¼
tf ðtv ;CÞ
jCj
where tf ðtv ; diÞ and tf ðtv ;CÞ are respectively the frequency of term tv in document di and document collection C. The number
of terms within document di and document collection C is noted jdij and jCj respectively. The two probabilities Pðtv jhdi Þ and
Pðtv jhCÞ are combined using a tuning parameter k.
On the other hand, the probability PkðujjdiÞ is estimated using the language-based modeling by the probability
PðpðujÞ
kjhdi Þ where user uj is estimated by its term distribution over its profile pðu
k
j Þ at iteration k. The latter, namely the
probability of the user profile at iteration k according to the language model hdi of document di, is computed using the Jeli-
nek–Mercer approach (Jelinek & Mercer, 1980):
PkðujjdiÞ / PðpðujÞ
kjhdi Þ /
Y
ðtv ;wk
vj
Þ2pðujÞ
k
kkijPðtv jhdi Þ þ ð1ÿ k
k
ijÞPðtv jhCÞ
h iwk
vj
ð10Þ
where the tuning parameter k in Eq. (9) is replaced with kkij, a role-based smoothing parameter which depends on document
di and user role RðujÞ at iteration k. It is estimated dynamically according to the role RðujÞ of user uj and the assumptions
described in Section 3.1.3. Therefore, the tuning parameter kkij depends on the specificity of document di and its novelty level
according to knowledge profile pðujÞ
k of user uj at iteration k.
Fig. 2. Steps of our CIR model based on domain expert and domain novice.
For the expert user uj and a given document di, the more specific and the newer the document di is according to its domain
expertise, the larger kij. Thus, we estimate kij as follows:
kkij ¼
Lnðdi;DðujÞ
kÞ  LsðdiÞ
maxdi02DLnðdi0 ;DðujÞ
kÞ  Lsðdi0 Þ
ð11Þ
where D expresses the document dataset.
For the novice user uj, a given document di and an iteration k, we estimate k
k
ij differently. The difference depends on the
smoothing parameter kkij that integrates the fact that a novice user considers more relevant documents, those which have not
a specific vocabulary. The less specific and the newer the document di is according to its domain expertise, the larger k
k
ij.
Therefore, we propose to estimate kkij as follows:
kkij ¼
Lnðdi;DðujÞ
kÞ  LsðdiÞ
ÿ1
maxdi02DLnðdi0 ;DðujÞ
kÞ  Lsðdi0 Þ
ÿ1
ð12Þ
3.2.2. Document allocation to user roles based on the Expectation–Maximization algorithm
Here, we aim at optimizing the document relevance function over role-based scores, computed in the previous step using
Eq. (7). The optimized role-based document scores are used for ranking and classifying not already selected documents to the
most likely suited collaborator considering his/her domain knowledge. For this purpose, we use the Expectation Maximiza-
tion algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977; Marsland, 2009) which is an iterative one based on two steps. The first one, called E-
Step, estimates probability PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ of the relevance of document di given the score x
k
ij for iteration k. The latter corre-
sponds to the document relevance probability according to the role of user uj and the query q, presented in Eq. (7). The prob-
ability PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ is estimated using a mixture model that considers, on the one hand, a gaussian probability law to model
the relevance of the document for the user role and, on the other hand, an exponential probability law to model the non-
relevance of the same document for the user role. The second step, called M-Step, updates the parameters of the mixture
model by maximizing the likelihood of the probability. Notations are described in Table 1 and Algorithm 1 presents a general
overview of our document allocation method. The latter is detailed in what follows.
1. Learning the document-user mapping.
We aim, here, at learning how users are likely to assess the relevance of a document through an EM-based algorithm,
involving two steps:
 The E-step. The probability PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ of the document relevance for user uj considering the relevance of docu-
ment di given user uj, can be written differently using the Bayes’ theorem.
PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ ¼
PðxkijjRj ¼ RelÞ  PðRj ¼ RelÞ
PðxkijÞ
¼
PðxkijjRj ¼ RelÞ  PðRj ¼ RelÞ
PðxkijjRj ¼ RelÞ  PðRj ¼ RelÞ þ Pðx
k
ijjRj ¼ NRelÞ  PðRj ¼ NRelÞ
ð13Þ
Finally, the probability PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ can be rewritten using the mixture model of Gaussian and exponential distributions as
follows:
PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ /
akj  /
k
j ðx
k
ijÞ
akj  /
k
j ðx
k
ijÞ þ ð1ÿ a
k
j Þ  w
k
j ðx
k
ijÞ
ð14Þ
 The M-step. This step updates the parameters hkj and define the algorithm convergence. For this purpose, we define
the Expected Complete Data Likelihood LðRj ¼ ReljX
k
j ; h
k
j Þ as follows:
LðRj ¼ ReljX
k
j ; h
k
j Þ ¼
Xn
h¼1
X2
j¼1
logðPðxkij;Rj ¼ Reljh
k
j ÞÞPðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ ð15Þ
where Pðxkij; Rj ¼ Reljh
k
j Þ ¼ a
k
j  /
k
j ðx
k
ijÞ.
We build for each user uj a ranked list of documents d
k
j according to the probability PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ.
Table 1
Notations used in Algorithm 1.
Xkj ¼ fx
k
1j; . . . ; x
k
ij; . . . ; x
k
nsjg
The score of non-selected documents Dns where each element xij is estimated by Eq. (7) depending on user role RðujÞ and
document di at iteration k
Xk The score matrix of non-selected documents Dns according to user roles R at iteration k
Rj ¼ fRel;NRelg The hidden variable that refers to the relevance or irrelevance of a document for user uj
/kj
The Gaussian probability density function of relevant documents respectively according to user uj at iteration k
wkj
The exponential probability density function of irrelevant documents respectively according to user uj at iteration k
akj The weighting coefficient within the mixture model
hkj The parameters for the score distribution at iteration k related to user uj that correspond to the /
k
j Gaussian one, l
k
j and r
k
j ,
and to the wkj exponential one, k
k
j
Algorithm 1. EM-based collaborative document ranking
2. Allocating documents to users.
The objective, here, is to determine which user is the most likely to assess the relevance of a document. For this pur-
pose, we use each user’s document list dkj ranked according to the EM-based probabilities PðRj ¼ Reljx
k
ijÞ, and more par-
ticularly, we focus on the rank of each document within both users’ lists dkj and d
k
j0 . Intuitively, we assume that if the
rank of a document is higher within document list dkj of user uj than within the other user uj0 document list d
k
j0 , this
document should be more likely assessed by user uj. Thus, we model the rank-based allocation function r
k
jj0
ðdi; d
k
j ; d
k
j0 Þ of
document di as follows:
rk
jj0
ðdi; d
k
j ; d
k
j0 Þ ¼
1 if rankðdi; d
k
j Þ < rankðdi; d
k
j0 Þ
0 otherwise
(
ð16Þ
where rankðdi; d
k
j Þ and rankðdi; d
k
j0 Þ represent the rank of document di respectively within ranked document list d
k
j and d
k
j .
Therefore, if rk
jj0
ðdi; d
k
j ; d
k
j0 Þ ¼ 1, document di is assigned to user uj; otherwise, it is assigned to user uj0 . Finally, the model allows
assigning the list l
k
ðuj;D
k
nsÞ to the user uj which has selected a document, launching iteration k.
Moreover, in order to reinforce the division of labor principle of a collaborative IR task (Foley & Smeaton, 2010), document di
is included in the ranked list l
k
ðuj;D
k
nsÞ of a user under the constraint it is not currently presented to the other collaborator uj0
document list l
k
ðuj0 ;D
k
nsÞ. This avoids, according to the division of labor paradigm, the redundancy of the search effort task,
ensuring that a document is seen/selected by only one user.
4. Experimental evaluation
In CIR domain, official datasets with collaborative search log do not exist, except proprietary ones (Morris et al., 2006;
Shah, 2012a). To tackle this lack, Foley and Smeaton (2009) have proposed an experimental framework which simulates col-
laboration through individual search logs. Simulations present several advantages compared to user studies, mainly different
scenarios or parameter tuning can be performed with less costs and less time consuming (White, Ruthven, Jose, & Rijsbergen,
2005), although at the cost of being able to generalize findings beyond the context of the simulation. As our goal is to develop
a model that assigns user expertise-based relevance scores and not (yet) to assess its support in a naturalistic setting, we
follow this framework in order to assess the validity of our model using a standard IR collection issued from TREC1 evaluation
campaign. The objectives of our experimental evaluation are threefold:
1. Analyzing the retrieval effectiveness at the search session level.
2. Analyzing the retrieval effectiveness at the users’ role level.
3. Analyzing the impact of the characteristics of the collaborator groups on the retrieval effectiveness.
In what follows, we describe the experimental setup and analyze the obtained results.
4.1. Experimental setup
4.1.1. Dataset
In our experiments, we rely on the TREC 6-7-8 interactive track, previously used within the simulation-based framework
proposed in (Foley & Smeaton, 2009). One of the goals of users who perform this track is to identify several instances, namely
aspects, related to the information need (Over, 2001). The used document dataset is the TREC Financial Times of London
1991–1994 Collection, which is stored in Disk 4 of the TREC ad hoc collection. The collection includes 210,158 articles with
an average number of terms of 316 per article. Table 2 introduces the statistics of the TREC 6-7-8 interactive dataset. From
the 20 TREC topics, 197 user queries have been extracted through runs of participants. After building pairs of collaborators
according to four settings, as described in Section 4.1.4, we obtain from 81 to 243 collaborative queries for testing the retrie-
val effectiveness of our model. TREC interactive participants, namely universities, provide two types of output sets entitled
‘‘sparse format data’’ and ‘‘rich format data.’’ The first one encompasses a list of selected documents, whereas the second one
proposes additional details such as the time-stamp, the submitted queries, and seen documents. For our experiments, we
extracted individual meta-data for each individual user from all ‘‘rich format data.’’ For this aim, we evaluate 7 participants,
including the query, the list of documents selected by the user and their respective time-stamp label selection. The latter
expresses how many seconds after the beginning of the search session this document has been selected. The evaluated par-
ticipants are: Berkeley TREC 6 (bkl6), rmitMG TREC 6 (rmitMG6), rmitZ TREC 6 (rmitZ6), Berkeley TREC 7 (bkl7), Toronto A
TREC 7 (torontoA7), Toronto B TREC 7 (torontoB7) and Berkeley TREC 8 (bkl8). Fig. 3 illustrates meta-data described above
included in the run of the user S1 of rmitMG6 participant for the TREC topic 326i. A set of meta-data is therefore assigned to
each user.
4.1.2. Collaboration simulation
Our experimental evaluation rests upon the simulation-based framework detailed in Foley and Smeaton (2009) adapted
in two ways (1) user roles are identified through the computation of the domain-expertise levels of users involved in the
simulation, based on the specificity of the documents they assessed as relevant; (2) evaluation metrics designed for estimat-
ing the effectiveness of collaborative search considering the iterative IR process on one hand, and the user roles on the other
hand. We review in what follows the main components of the evaluation setting.
4.1.2.1. Collaborators. Collaboration involves a pair of users uj and uj0 sharing the same information need. The pairs of collab-
orators cðuj;uj0 Þ are identified in the TREC interactive dataset and more particularly through runs illustrated in Fig. 3 and pro-
vided by the set of participant groups P. We propose two ways of building pairs of collaborators depending on the level of
domain expertise difference between users:
1. Exhaustive pooling: we consider, here, that the difference in the domain expertise level is relative within the pair of
users. For this purpose, we note, within each participant group q 2 P and for a given TREC topic s, all the combina-
tions of pairs cðuj;uj0 Þ of users uj and uj0 who have selected documents for the same information need.
2. Selective pooling: we consider, here, that the difference in the domain expertise level is absolute and determined in
comparison with the expertise level of the overall participants. With this in mind, we built groups by combining
domain experts and domain novices previously identified using a k-means classification. More particularly, for each
TREC topic s, we, first, computed a 2-means classification based on the expertise level of each user uj involved within
Table 2
TREC interactive dataset statistics.
Number of documents 210 158
Number of TREC topics 20
Number of user queries 197
Number of collaborative queries up to 243
1 http://trec.nist.gov.
an interactive search session addressing topic s. Then, within each participant group q 2 P and for a given TREC topic
s, we built all the combinations of pairs cðuj;uj0 Þ of domain expert uj and domain novice uj0 with respect to the clas-
sification result.
4.1.2.2. User roles. As our model considers user roles, we need to assign roles to users with respect to their domain expertise
level, in compliance with roles’ assumptions detailed in Section 3.1.3. The expertise level Expertiseðuj; sÞ of user uj regarding
topic s is estimated according to two different methods:
1. The specificity-based expertise ExpertiseSðuj; sÞ depends on the average of the specificity level LsðdiÞ, detailed in Eq. (2), of
selected documents di 2 D
ds ðujÞ within a search session ds belonging to topic s.
ExpertiseSðuj; sÞ ¼
P
di2D
ds ðujÞ
LsðdiÞ
jDds ðujÞj
ð17Þ
2. The authority-based expertise ExpertiseAðuj; sÞ relies on the authority score detailed in Foley and Smeaton (2009). The
authority-based expertise ExpertiseAðuj; sÞ for user uj and topic s depends on terms involved within relevant judgments
identified for TREC topic s and documents di 2 D
ds ðujÞ selected by user uj within a search session ds belonging to topic
s. The authority-based expertise ExpertiseAðuj; sÞ is estimated by the correlation between the average term weights within
these two categories of documents.
Finally, a domain expert role is assigned to the collaborator with the highest specificity-based or authority-based domain
expertise level; inversely, a domain novice role is assigned to the collaborator with the lowest specificity-based or authority-
based domain expertise level.
4.1.2.3. Shared information need. A CIR setting is characterized by collaborators that share the same information need (Foley &
Smeaton, 2010). We therefore consider the assumption expressed by Foley (2008) that collaborators formulate collabora-
tively the initial query for a particular shared information need. Moreover, this statement is strengthened by the fact that,
Fig. 3. Example of run provided by user S1 belonging to participant rmitMG6 for the TREC topic 326i within the TREC-6 interactive.
within the TREC interactive dataset, queries include generally 3 terms and 94% have at least one word in common (Foley,
2008). We exploit the meta-data of TREC participants to extract the query quj submitted by each user uj. Evaluating a pair
of collaborators cðuj;uj0 Þ, the collaborative query q is obtained by merging the queries quj and quj0 submitted by the two col-
laborators uj and uj0 during their own individual interactive search. For instance, for TREC topic 326i, let us consider that the
one user has submitted the query ‘‘ferry sinking death’’ and the other one, the query ‘‘ferry sink people’’. The collaborative
query for this user pair is ‘‘ferry sink death people’’. Therefore, for a given TREC topic s and a pair of collaborators cðuj;uj0 Þ,
only one collaborative query q is generated. We notice that several queries q 2 Qs are assigned to a TREC topic s, depending
on the participants’ information needs formulations.
4.1.2.4. Search session. Given a pair of collaborators cðuj;uj0 Þ, we need to build the timeline L
Sðuj;uj0 Þ of selected documents
DSðuj;uj0 Þ by the two collaborators uj and uj0 involved within a search session S. Using the time-stamp criteria of document
selection provided in TRECmetadata of participants P, we built the synchronous search session S, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, the
synchronization of the two lists of documents l
S
ðujÞ and l
S
ðuj0 Þ is based on the time-stamp selection criteria. Therefore, we
obtain the timeline LSðuj;uj0 Þ of selected documents D
Sðuj;uj0 Þ. The overall methodology of search session simulation is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.
As done in (Foley & Smeaton, 2009), we assume that the maximum level of relevance recall is 30 since that users may
examine around 30 documents in a list. Accordingly, we only used relevance feedback expressed at the top 30 to provide
the successive document rankings. During the search session S, the document list LSðuj;uj0 Þ is considered dynamically accord-
ing to the ranked lists l
k
ðuj;D
k
nsÞ displayed to each user uj at iteration k. Even though a document di is included in the syn-
chronized document list LSðuj;uj0 Þ, two conditions must be fulfilled for enabling a user uj to select document di within an
iteration step k: (1) document di must be included in the user’s currently displayed list l
k
ðuj;D
k
nsÞ of 30 documents and (2)
document di must not have been previously selected by the other collaborator uj0 in order to ensure the division of labor
principle.
After checking these conditions, the fact that user uj selects a document launches an iteration k in order to display to user
uj a ranked list l
k
ðuj;D
k
nsÞ of not already selected documents D
k
ns. We emphasize that a session S includes one pair of collab-
orators cðuj;uj0 Þ, one TREC topic s and one collaborative query q. Consequently, for each TREC topic s, we can simulate several
collaborative sessions ds.
Let’s introduce a small example illustrated on Fig. 4. User u1 has selected three documents, namely FT944-15,661, FT944-
5773 and FT931-8485 at respectively timestamps 89, 149 and 253. On another individual search log, we identify that user u2
has also selected three documents, namely FT931-5947, FT944-5773 and FT931-8485 at timestamps 151, 185 and 238. We,
therefore built the following timeline: LSðu1; u2Þ ¼ fðFT944-15661;u1Þ; ðFT944-5773;u1Þ; ðFT931-5947;u2Þ; ðFT944
-5773; u2Þ; ðFT931-8485;u2Þ; ðFT931-8485;u1Þg. Therefore, the first iteration is launched only if the document FT944-
15,661 is currently displayed within the document list of user u1. Later, the iteration 4 is launched if the document
FT944-5773 is displayed within the document list of user u2 and if the iteration 2 has not been launched, considering that
in this case, this document would already has been selected by user u1.
Fig. 4. Search session simulation for rmitMG6 participants for TREC topic 326i.
4.1.3. Metrics
Considering the collaborative search setting aiming at retrieving relevant documents and avoiding useless effort through
the sharing of knowledge and the division of labor principles, we introduce two categories of metrics:
1. The precision-based measures aim at measuring the retrieval effectiveness of the collaborative search sessions. It is
important to point out here that the length of the sessions in terms of the number of search iterations is irregular over
the course of the whole search sessions. Indeed, the number of iterations varies between 3 and 12 according to collabo-
rative search sessions. Highlighted irregularities of session lengths may induce a bias in basic precision measures by
favoring long search sessions; to avoid this, we propose an evaluation measure for aggregating precision at the search-
session level, namely the micro-averaging precision (Sebastiani, 2002), rather than at the iteration search step level. With
this in mind, we define three levels of analysis:
 The micro-averaging precision at the session level Pmicro computes the precision of search sessions S abstracting the
different intermediate-ranked lists of documents displayed within the search iterations. This measure is estimated
as follows:
Pmicro ¼
1
jhj
X
s2h
1
jdsj
X
S2ds
P
l2fLSg
DrellP
l2fLSg
Dsell
ð18Þ
where h is the set of TREC topic and ds is the set of search sessions among the whole set of search session S related to TREC
topic s. LS denotes the set of ranked lists displayed to collaborators within a search session S. Drell represents the number of
relevant documents in the list and Dsell the number of selected, namely retrieved, documents in list l.
 The micro-precision at the role level Pr;Smicro computes the precision of search session S considering ranked lists dis-
played for the user having the role r, estimated as below:
Pr;Smicro ¼
1
jhj
X
s2h
1
jdsj
X
S2ds
P
l2fLS;rg
DrellP
l2fLS;rg
Dsell
ð19Þ
where LS;r denotes the set of ranked lists displayed to collaborators characterized by role r 2 R within a search session S.
 The micro-precision at the iteration level Pkmicro computed for document lists displayed to both users at iteration k over
all search session S is estimated as below:
Pkmicro ¼
1
jhj
X
s2h
1
jdsj
X
S2ds
P
l2fLS;r;kg
DrellP
l2fLS;r;kg
Dsell
ð20Þ
where LS;k denotes the set of ranked lists displayed to collaborators within a search session S at iteration k.
2. The collaboration-based measures aim at estimating the collaboration optimization through the diversification results
over displayed document lists throughout the whole search session (Shah, 2012b):
 The coverage-based ratio Cov analyses the diversity of document lists displayed during the whole search session S.
This ratio is estimated as follows:
Cov ¼
1
jhj
X
s2h
1
jdsj
X
S2ds
CoverageðLSÞP
l2LS
jlj
ð21Þ
where h is the set of TREC topics and LS is the set of displayed lists during search session S. CoverageðLSÞ corresponds to the
number of distinct documents displayed during the whole search session S. The total number of documents displayed
throughout the same session is noted jlj.
 The relevant coverage-based ratio RCov analyses the relevance of distinct documents displayed during the whole
search session S. We estimate the relevant coverage-based ratio as follows:
RCov ¼
1
jhj
X
s2h
1
jdsj
X
S2ds
RelevantCoverageðLSÞP
l2LS
jlj
ð22Þ
where RelevantCoverageðLSÞ corresponds to the number of distinct relevant documents displayed during the search session S.
For evaluating the retrieval effectiveness of our model, we use the evaluation measure at rank 30, this measure fits the
assumptions of the maximum relevance recall measure and allows us to compare our results to Foley and Smeaton’s model
(Foley & Smeaton, 2009). Therefore, metrics are respectively noted P@30; P@30r ; P@30k; Cov@30 and RCov@30.
4.1.4. Evaluation scenarios
We defined four settings considering the different ways of building pairs of domain expert and domain novice:
 Setting SExhÿSpec in which collaborator groups are built using an exhaustive pooling and the users’ roles are assigned
according to the specificity-based expertise ExpertiseSðuj; sÞ.
 Setting SExhÿAuth in which collaborator groups are built using an exhaustive pooling and the users’ roles are assigned
according to the authority-based expertise ExpertiseAðuj; sÞ.
 Setting SSelÿSpec in which collaborator groups are built using a selective pooling and the users’ roles are assigned according
to the specificity-based expertise ExpertiseSðuj; sÞ.
 Setting SSelÿAuth in which collaborator groups are built using a selective pooling and the users’ roles are assigned according
to the authority-based expertise ExpertiseAðuj; sÞ.
Table 3 introduces the number of collaborative queries (and groups) within each considered search scenarios.
4.1.5. Baselines
We compare our model to one individual-based baseline and three collaborative-based baseline scenarios. Below are all
the scenarios tested in our experiments.
w/oDoL. This scenario includes all the components of our model, detailed in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 except the second
aspect (b) of division of labor principle detailed in Section 3.1.2. This scenario is a collaborative-based search setting consid-
ering that the document allocation step based on the EM algorithm, and detailed in Section 3.2.2, assigns a user-oriented
document score with respect to the domain expertise level of the whole set of users involved in the collaborative query.
w/oEM. This scenario includes only the first component of our model which estimates a user-oriented document score
with respect to the domain expertise of one user, as presented in Section 3.2.1. Moreover, we ensure the division of labor
principle by removing from the displayed lists documents displayed to other users, which leads to consider this scenario
as a collaborative-based search setting.
w/oEMDoL. This scenario includes only the first component of our model which estimates a user-oriented document score
with respect to the domain expertise of one user, as presented in Section 3.2.1 and in scenario w/oEM. However, the second
aspect of division of labor is not ensured and the ranked list of documents provided after the role-based document-scoring
step is directly displayed to the user regardless of the rest of collaborators. Accordingly, this scenario leads to an individual-
based search setting.
Foley and Smeaton’s model, denoted FS. This scenario corresponds to the collaborative ranking model detailed in Foley and
Smeaton (2009), and designed for a relevance feedback process. Authors propose both a document relevance scoring extend-
ing a probabilistic model (Robertson & Sparck Jones, 1976) and a query expansion method, adapted to a collaborative search
setting. The authors propose a unique ranking expressing the global relevance of documents by taking into account user
expertise-based factors, namely users’ authority. The latter is estimated through the relevance of terms included in docu-
ments selected by the user. The similarity simðdi; qÞ between document di and query q is expressed through a term-based
partial user relevance weight purw, as follows:
simðdi; qÞ ¼
X
t2Q ;D
purwðtÞ ¼
X
t2Q ;D
pð1ÿ qÞ
qð1ÿ pÞ
where p ¼
X2
u¼1
au
rut þ 0:5
Ru þ 1
ð23Þ
and q ¼
X2
u¼1
au
nt ÿ rut þ 0:5
N ÿ Ru þ 1
rut , respectively nt , corresponds to the number of relevant documents identified by user u, respectively the number of doc-
uments, which contain term t. The number of documents identified by user u is noted Ru and the number of documents in the
collection is N. The parameter au expresses the user’s authority.
The query is expanded with top terms according to a term-weight, namely partial-user offer weight puow, based on the
partial user relevance weight purw, computed as follows:
puowðtÞ ¼
X2
u¼1
au
 !
 purwðtÞ ð24Þ
To make this scenario comparable to our model, we assume that the users’ authority expressed in Foley and Smeaton (2009),
is similar to the expertise measure estimated through the selected document specificity, used for mining user roles in our
Table 3
Number of queries/groups within each collaborative search setting.
Setting Number of collaborative queries/groups
SExhÿSpec 243
SExhÿAuth 243
SSelÿSpec 95
SSelÿAuth 81
experiments, as detailed in Section 4.1.2.1. Foley and Smeaton (2009) propose two versions of the authority measure: the
static one assigns the same value for a user throughout the search session, whereas the dynamic one considers that the user’s
value can evolve throughout the search session and that one user can be viewed as an expert at one iteration, and a novice for
the following one. As our model considers predefined roles identified explicitly at the beginning of the session, we consider
the static authority weight which is tuned for each setting detailed in Section 4.1.4. Similarly to Foley and Smeaton (2009),
we first tuned the authority measure, and obtained, for the four settings, an optimal value for the static-based authority au
equals to 0.6 for the most authoritative user, viewed as the domain expert, and 0.4 for the other one, viewed as the domain
novice.
4.2. Results and discussion
4.2.1. Analyzing the ranking effectiveness at the search session level
In this section we analyze the retrieval effectiveness of our model at the search-session level. First, we focus on settings
SExhÿSpec and SExhÿAuth in which collaborator groups have been built using an exhaustive pooling. Then, we examine the case
study of domain expert and domain novice groups created from a selective pooling. This second analysis concerns settings
SSelÿSpec and SSelÿAuth.
4.2.1.1. Exhaustive pooling-based collaborative groups. Here, we analyze results for exhaustive pooling-based collaborative
groups SExhÿSpec and SExhÿAuth, respectively built upon an expertise level estimated using the document specificity measure
or the authority one, as expressed in Section 4.1.2. Table 4 presents the results of our model, noted OurModel, and the four
baselines, described in Section 4.1.5. Results show that our model generally overpasses the baselines according to both the
precision-based measures and the collaborative-based ones. We do not observe distinct different statements between both
settings which highlight the robustness of both indicators for identifying users’ domain expertise. More particularly, our
model reaches significant improvements, namely between 17% and 49% regardless of the metrics and the settings, over
the collaborative model FS. This result shows the impact of considering users’ roles within the document scoring, and more
particularly the domain expertise towards a document with respect to a topic, estimated by the role-based document scoring
step. Another interesting aspect underlined from the results is that the division of labor and the EM-based document allo-
cation step enable to enhance the retrieval effectiveness in contrast to model variants with only one of these components,
namelyw/oEM andw/oDoL. This suggests that (1) the document allocation step is effective in the document score learning for
assigning a document to the most likely suitable user and (2) the integration of the division of labor allows enhancing the
relevant coverage of displayed document subsets. However, we observe that the scenario w/oEMDoL without any of these
two components is slightly and not significantly more effective in terms of precision which suggests that an individual-based
setting should be more effective. However, this statement is counterbalanced by the collaboration-based metrics. Indeed, the
coverage-based retrieval effectiveness of our model is significantly better than the scenario w/oEMDoLwith a raise from 85%
to 142%. We conclude that, even if the scenario w/oEMDoL provides more effective document lists, it seems that documents
are redundant over the whole set of displayed document lists, and therefore, the ratio of distinct relevant documents over the
search session is lower. Thus, our model is more particularly oriented to residual precision.
We continue the results analysis by focusing on the retrieval effectiveness of our model at the iteration level. For this pur-
pose, we analyzed the evolving micro-precision measure at each iteration k, described in Eq. (20), throughout the whole ses-
sion performed by the collaborative groups based on an exhaustive pooling, as detailed in Fig. 5. We notice the increasing
general trend of the curves with a noticeably improvement between 115% and 119% respectively for each setting SExhÿSpec
Table 4
Retrieval effectiveness of our collaborative model considering groups created from an exhaustive pooling – % Ch: our model improvement.
Models P@30 %Ch Cov@30 %Ch RCov@30 %Ch
SExhÿSpec
w/oDoL 0.260 þ2:28% 0.383 þ35:81%⁄⁄⁄ 0.086 þ42:56%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEM 0.250 þ6:34%⁄⁄⁄ 0.364 þ42:87%⁄⁄⁄ 0.080 þ52:36%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEMDoL 0.283 ÿ6:28% 0.279 þ86:73%⁄⁄⁄ 0.058 þ112:92%⁄⁄⁄
FS 0.221 þ17:64%⁄⁄⁄ 0.442 þ17:07%⁄⁄⁄ 0.086 þ41:91%⁄⁄⁄
OurModel 0.266 – 0.520 – 0.123 –
SExhÿAuth
w/oDoL 0.259 þ1:86% 0.414 þ37:88%⁄⁄⁄ 0.089 þ45:17%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEM 0.252 þ4:98%⁄ 0.396 þ44:22%⁄⁄⁄ 0.082 þ56:46%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEMDoL 0.284 ÿ6:82% 0.273 þ108:83%⁄⁄⁄ 0.053 þ142:18%⁄⁄⁄
FS 0.216 þ19:91%⁄⁄⁄ 0.442 þ28:54%⁄⁄⁄ 0.086 þ49:59%⁄⁄⁄
OurModel 0.265 – 0.571 – 0.129 –
⁄ Student test significance 0:01 < t < 0:05.
 Student test significance: 0:001 < t < 0:01.
⁄⁄⁄ Student test significance t < 0:001.
and SExhÿAuth, from the beginning to the end of the search session. This statement can be explained by the fact that document
scores depend on both users’ roles and relevance judgement-based user profiles enable to refine the shared information
need, and, therefore, get a better insight of what relevant documents might be. However, we underline that the dramatic
increase at the 11th iteration might not be considered as consistant considering the low number of groups reaching this iter-
ation, namely 4 over 243 for both settings SExhÿSpec and SExhÿAuth.
4.2.1.2. Selective pooling-based collaborative groups. Here, we consider among the collaborators groups only those including
domain experts and domain novices, explicitly defined through a selective pooling process, as expressed in Section 4.1.2.
Table 5 presents the obtained results using our model and the four baselines. Results highlight similar trend as those pre-
viously obtained for the collaboration groups built upon an exhaustive pooling presented in Table 4. More particularly,
we observe a global improvement in terms of precision of our model in contrast to scenarios w/oDoL, w/oEM and FS and
in terms of coverage-based ratios between 29% and 123% for the whole set of scenarios. We also notice that the expertise
level criteria, based either on specificity or authority, does not impact the retrieval effectiveness of our model. Moreover,
the obtained results for the selective pooling process highlight that our model is also effective for the particular study case
of the collaboration between domain expert and domain novice, identified through the selective pooling methodology.
We also analyze the evolving micro-precision measure of our model throughout the whole session at the iteration level.
Fig. 6 illustrates such results for collaborative groups based on a selective pooling process. We can see that the results are
similar to those illustrated in Fig. 5, except a drop at iteration 8 for setting SSelÿSpec which does not seem consistant consid-
ering that only one collaborative group among the 95 ones got more than 8 iterations.
These results lead to different conclusions. First, our model allows retrieving more distinct and relevant documents
than the other scenarios throughout the whole search sessions. Second, the significant improvement of our model with
respect to scenario w/oEM emphasizes the importance of the document allocation step using the EM-algorithm. Indeed,
this learning method enables to estimate the user preference for documents with an expertise level as close as his
own domain expertise. Third, considering scenarios w/oDoL and w/oEMDoL, we suspect that applying the division of labor
principle may lead as a prior state to likely slightly reduce the retrieval effectiveness of collaborative ranking models.
However, coverage and relevant coverage-based ratios counterbalance this statement by highlighting that our model pro-
vides more distinct and relevant documents throughout the whole search sessions in contrast to models without division
of labor which are likely to display redundant documents. Thus, we advocate that collaboration may improve the retrieval
effectiveness in terms of diversity and relevance in contrast to an individual setting, instantiated by the baseline w/oEM-
DoL, which only provides to users relevant documents but do not avoid redundancy between displayed document lists.
Fourth, our model retrieval effectiveness significantly improves over the collaborative document ranking FS’ one. It can
be explained by the fact that our model takes into account users’ domain expertise for assigning documents to the most
suitable users, and, therefore better fits with their knowledge, whereas the scenario FS estimates a global relevance based
on the whole users’ relevance judgments. Finally, our model can be applied in different cases. Collaborative groups can
rely (1) on a relative domain expertise difference level, namely an exhaustive pooling, in which we consider that a col-
laborator is more willing to know the domain than the other one or (2) on a selective pooling which clearly identifies
expert and novice users of the domain. Moreover, the expertise level of users can be estimated in different ways and
results show the robustness of our model regardless of the difference in the domain expertise levels between the
collaborators.
Fig. 5. Analysis of the precision measure Prec@30 at the iteration level for collaborative groups based on an exhaustive pooling.
4.2.2. Analyzing the ranking effectiveness at the user role level
Here, we refine our analysis by focusing our experiments at the user-role level. In contrast to the previous analysis which
focuses on the retrieval effectiveness regardless of users’ roles, this analysis consists in highlighting the global retrieval effec-
tiveness of our model towards each role throughout the whole set of search sessions.
Table 6 gives a comparison between the retrieval effectiveness of different used ranking models regarding our four sce-
narios according to user roles. Within a search session, micro-precisions at rank 30 are estimated using ranked lists displayed
to each user role as detailed in Eq. (19). We can see that our model generally overpasses the baselines for both user roles but
significant improvements are noticeable only in around 50% of the cases. Statements are similar to those obtained for the
analysis at the search session level. On one hand, we note that our model provides better results, with significant improve-
ments around 8%, than those obtained for the baseline w/oEM, highlighting the importance of this step in the result person-
alization. Indeed, the EM-based document allocation enables to assign a document to the most suitable user, and, therefore,
to provide a better-adapted ranked list to the users’ roles characteristics. On the other hand, we can see that the baseline w/
oEMDoL provides better results, generally not significant, than our model for both user roles. One possible reason of this
statement could be due to the fact that the scenario w/oEMDoL does not apply any type of division of labor and allows dis-
playing to the a user the same top-ranked documents throughout the whole search session. In contrast, our model is more
residual relevance-oriented considering that it applies a double division of labor based on the EM-based document allocation
step in addition to the fact of removing currently seen documents from displayed lists. We underline that the effectiveness
decreases are only significant in the case of the domain novice role within the exhaustive pooling setting. This observation
can be explained by the fact that personalization depends heavily on the users’ predefined roles rather than their expertise
Table 5
Retrieval effectiveness of our collaborative model considering groups based on a selective pooling – % Ch: our model improvement.
Models P@30 %Ch Cov@30 %Ch RCov@30 %Ch
SSelÿSpec
w/oDoL 0.275 þ4:09%⁄ 0.362 þ31:73%⁄⁄⁄ 0.080 þ29:63%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEM 0.268 þ7:01%⁄ 0.335 þ42:46%⁄⁄⁄ 0.072 þ43:99%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEMDoL 0.303 ÿ5:26% 0.258 þ84:73%⁄⁄⁄ 0.050 þ105:88%⁄⁄⁄
FS 0,208 þ32:21%⁄⁄⁄ 0.429 þ10:95%⁄ 0.075 þ37:99%⁄⁄⁄
OurModel 0.287 0.477 0.103
SSelÿAuth
w/oDoL 0.251 þ0:86% 0.400 þ36:44%⁄⁄⁄ 0.081 þ35:52%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEM 0.239 þ5:87% 0.362 þ50:11%⁄⁄⁄ 0.070 þ56:17%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEMDoL 0.279 ÿ9:29% 0.254 þ114:48%⁄⁄⁄ 0.048 þ125:96%⁄⁄⁄
FS 0,166 þ51:20%⁄⁄⁄ 0.429 þ26:71%⁄⁄⁄ 0.081 þ34:22%⁄⁄⁄
OurModel 0.253 0.544 0.110
⁄ Student test significance 0:01 < t < 0:05.
 Student test significance 0:001 < t < 0:01.
⁄⁄⁄ Student test significance t < 0:001.
Fig. 6. Analysis of the precision measure Prec@30 at the iteration level for collaborative groups based on a selective pooling.
levels in the search session. Indeed, considering that the set of pairs of collaborators generated by the selective method SSelÿ
is included in the set of pairs built upon the exhaustive one SExhÿ, we expect that the difference in the significance results
comes from the non-personalized rankings towards users having close expertise levels. This highlights another reason that
probably explains these results: poor relevance feedback collected upon non-personalized document rankings, particularly
for novices, might impact negatively the retrieval effectiveness. Moreover, our model obtains significant improvements ran-
ged between 19% and 24%with respect to the baseline FS for the domain expert users, but our model enhancement, between
3% and 23%, is not significant for the domain novice user. This contrast may be explained by the assumptions of the collab-
orative baseline FS. Indeed, this collaborative ranking model does not consider user roles and more particularly any person-
alization within the document ranking. Even if the document relevance is estimated through users’ relevance judgments, the
model applies a smoothing of documents rankings leading to an outcome that fits the users’ expertise at the average level
rather than the personal one. Thus, the users are treated finally as equal, and in the light of the results obtained according to
the role-based analysis, we can assume that they are considered as novices or in other terms FS’ search model is slightly as
effective as our model is for novices: we note not significant improvements, from 3:86% to 23:81%, for our model.
Moreover, Table 6 highlights that the retrieval effectiveness of domain experts for the four considered scenarios is higher
than the domain novices’ one. In order to analyze whether the differences of retrieval effectiveness between domain expert
and domain novice roles are significant, we propose a mean comparison of precisions between domain expert and domain nov-
ice roles using Student t-test. As we can see from Table 7, the retrieval effectiveness differences between domain novice and
domain expert roles are not statistically significant (p-value > 0.5). Thus, we cannot conclude if our model favors or not one
particular user’ role in terms of displayed document ranking effectiveness.
Our last focus aims at analyzing whether our model enables to improve the search experience of users. In the same spirit,
White et al. (2009) introduce the search challenge for novices to reinforce their search behaviors by, for instance, using
appropriate vocabulary towards the information need. For this purpose, we aim, here, at analyzing whether domain novice
users improve their knowledge about the shared information need, and more specifically, whether they leverage displayed
document lists for enhancing the specificity of selected documents. To avoid the bias underlying the specificity-based
domain expertise measure used for building collaborative groups, we only performed this analysis for settings relying on
the authority-based domain expertise measure. Fig. 7 illustrates the evolving average specificity of domain novices users’
displayed documents in comparison to selected documents at each iteration.
Iteration 0 refers to the initialization step Sinit , and the following ones represent iterations k 2 Siter . First, we focus on the
average specificity of displayed document lists over search sessions for evaluating to what extent our model supports the
domain expertise development for domain novices. For both exhaustive and selective pooling-based collaborative groups,
Table 7
Retrieval effectiveness statistics according the domain expert and domain novice roles – % Ch: Domain expert improvement. – p-value: student test p-value.
Scenarios SExhÿSpec SExhÿAuth SSelÿSpec SSelÿAuth
Domain novice 0.234 0.241 0.271 0.259
Domain expert 0.267 0.279 0.292 0.291
%Ch þ13:76% þ15:19% þ7:78% þ11:91%
p-value 0:20 0:16 0:58 0:38
Table 6
Retrieval effectiveness of our collaborative model according to the two user roles – % Ch: our model improvement.
Models SExhÿSpec SExhÿAuth SSelÿSpec SSelÿAuth
P@30r %Ch P@30r %Ch P@30r %Ch P@30r %Ch
Domain expert
w/oDoL 0.253 þ5:43% 0.264 þ5:67% 0.268 þ9:12%⁄ 0.285 þ2:01%⁄
w/oEM 0.246 þ8:44%⁄ 0.259 þ7:70%⁄ 0.270 þ8:22% 0.264 þ9:78%
w/oEMDoL 0.268 ÿ0:59% 0.285 ÿ2:30% 0.295 ÿ0:94% 0.315 ÿ7:87%
FS 0.219 þ22:11%⁄⁄ 0.233 þ19:10%⁄ 0.244 þ19:74%⁄ 0.234 þ24:08%⁄
ourModel 0.267 0.279 0.292 0.201
Domain novice
w/oDoL 0.233 þ0:60% 0.238 þ1:67% 0.270 þ0:47% 0.250 þ4:11%
w/oEM 0.217 þ7:70%⁄ 0.227 þ6:51%⁄ 0.242 þ11:68%⁄⁄⁄ 0.238 þ8:97%⁄⁄⁄
w/oEMDoL 0.253 ÿ7:30%⁄⁄⁄ 0.253 ÿ4:52%⁄ 0.287 ÿ5:69% 0.262 ÿ1:05:%
FS 0.222 þ5:63% 0.233 þ3:86% 0.237 þ14:17% 0.209 þ23:81%
ourModel 0.235 0.241 0.271 0.260
⁄ Student test significance 0:01 < t < 0:05.
⁄⁄ Student test significance 0:001 < t < 0:01.
⁄⁄⁄ Student test significance t < 0:001.
we highlight that the average specificity of displayed documents drops at iteration 1 which corresponds to the first iteration
which begins to personalize document lists by integrating document selection within user profiles. Iteration 0 considers only
the query terms as evidence source of the user profile, therefore, document lists displayed at this level are not personalized
for each user’s role. From iteration 1, we notice an increasing trend for both curves representing the displayed documents,
namely SExhÿAuthÿDispl; SSelÿAuthÿDispl. This trend highlights that our model gives the opportunity to the domain novice users to
improve their search skills throughout the search session in so far as that our model displays document lists characterized by
an increasing specificity level. Second, we aim at highlighting whether domain novice users’ knowledge is improved
throughout the search session. In this aim, we focus on the average specificity of their selected documents at each iteration
rather than the displayed ones. We can see from Fig. 7 that the average specificity of selected documents by novice users
decreases over iterations for collaborative groups built upon an exhaustive pooling method while this measure increases
for selective pooling-based collaborative groups. This highlights that collaborators previously identified as domain novices,
using the selective pooling methodology, are more likely to enhance their domain expertise in contrast to users identified as
novices only on the consideration of the relative domain expertise difference level among collaborators. Indeed, the exhaus-
tive pooling-based collaborative groups might involve two domain experts with slightly different domain expertise levels.
5. Discussion and concluding remarks
In this paper, we presented a novel collaborative ranking model based on roles taking into account users’ domain exper-
tise level. Our model includes a document scoring based on user roles and an Expectation Maximization-based learning
method for document allocation to user roles. Collaboration is generally supported by a system-mediated approach in which
the division of labor principle avoids redundancy among users’ actions, and assigns documents to the most likely suitable
user. Our evaluation drawn on a TREC-based simulation framework shows that a collaborative search built on our model
is effective at both session and role levels. More specifically, we showed that retrieval effectiveness in terms of precision
and diversity improvements are significant. By comparing our model to a state-of-the-art collaborative ranking model, we
also underlined that the proposed model is more adapted for collaboratively ranking documents within a CIR task which
assumes that users have different domain expertise levels.
Another interesting contribution of our work presented in this paper is that we highlight a generic approach for collab-
orative ranking models for different users’ roles. Indeed, the first step of our model, namely the role-based document scoring,
estimates the document relevance for a user by a role-based smoothing involving the specificity features underlying domain
expert and novice characteristics. For another pair of roles, this step might be adapted by considering other roles’ features
within the document relevance smoothing toward the collaborator with respect to the shared information need.
However, our collaborative ranking approach has some limitations:
 We chose a particular instantiation of CIR setting remaining on a synchronous iterative process which ranks docu-
ments after each user’s document selection in order to display new document lists to the same user which better
match his evolving domain knowledge. We note, however that the system-mediated CIR ranking task can be viewed
differently. For instance, the collaborative search session may be asynchronous, and in this context, interactions
between users should be considered in order to analyze the information flow. Also, document lists could be updated
Fig. 7. Analysis of domain novice knowledge improvement over collaborative search sessions.
only if users consider that these lists do not include any more relevant documents or after a query reformulation.
Moreover, our model does not integrate any type of user-driven collaboration, such as interactions among users which
can enable to have a better understanding of their current search strategies or their shared information need.
 Our model only proposes a collaborative document ranking model at the iteration level. Unfortunately, it does not gen-
erate a final list of documents highlighting the collective relevance of both users throughout the whole search session.
 Our experimental setup is a simulation of collaboration based upon individual interactive search logs. We highlight
that several previous work have performed simulation-based evaluation within a relevance feedback process
(Keskustalo, Järvelin, & Pirkola, 2006; White et al., 2005). To make our scenario as natural as possible, we used realistic
assumptions: (1) we simulated difference levels of expertise using two indicators, namely specificity and authority,
highlighting the expertise level of users (Foley & Smeaton, 2009; White et al., 2005) and (2) we relied on clickthrough
data for inferring the relevance of documents, similarly to user-studies performed in Pickens et al. (2008). However,
this can lead to different weaknesses. Mainly, the fact that collaboration is extracted from individual logs raise the con-
cern if our experimental setup really reflects users’ behaviors within a collaborative search session. For instance and as
mentioned above, the simulated search session does not include all the aspects surrounding a collaborative search ses-
sion, namely interactions, communications and search strategies among users.
Accordingly, we plan to enhance our model by:
 Giving the possibility for users to refine their information need throughout the search session. Our model should allow
users to reformulate the collaborative query during the task. Accordingly, users’ profiles could be inferred from their
search history including feedback and subtopics of interest issued from the submitted queries. Moreover, we plan to
enhance the retrieval model with a final step aiming to provide an aggregated list of relevant documents.
 Extending the model for supporting multiple users involved within a collaborative search session. This should allow to
optimize collaboration from larger user groups and also leverage collaboration from an increasing difference in the lev-
els of users’ domain expertise.
 Validating our simulation methodology by focusing more in-depth on two main aspects: (1) comparing our division of
labor appliance with other forms of this principle, for instance by ensuring the topical diversity among document lists
in addition to display distinct document subsets and (2) comparing our relevance feedback process, which proposes an
immediate personalization ranking after each document selection, with another version which updates document lists
only after a query reformulation.
 Evaluating our model through a large-scale user study involving collaborators with an expertise difference level iden-
tified along the spectrum of the domain expertise. Moreover, we plan to involve dyads and triads in order to analyze
the impact of the group size on the retrieval effectiveness of our collaborative ranking model.
Another direction for our future work is to mine dynamically users’ profiles and roles from a running search session using
users’ interactions and behaviors. This contribution would aim at implicitly detecting roles which allows to leverage users’
skills and search strategies in which they are the most effective. This process would upstream role-based collaborative rank-
ing models, which, as of now, explicitly assign users’ roles without any consideration of their skills and search strategies.
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